
NEW WERSI FACTORY & 
SHOWROOM OPENS!
APRIL 2014!

The new factory houses new 
offices, a new larger showroom 
as well as state of the art 
custom made manufacturing 
facilities and high-end spray 
house for producing the much 
loved different paint lacquers. 

Manager, Karlheinz Hack 
and his team have managed 
to install and setup the new 
factory in under three months. 
This is truly a feat of hard work 
and genius. The full story is 
covered in the inside of this 
News Magazine. 

Promoted by WERSI DIRECT LTD, on behalf of WERSI, both of the Bells of Ouzeley, Straight Road, Windsor, SL4 2SH

The new WERSI Factory and Showroom...opening April 2014.
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GLEN MILLER & LATIN SONGBOOK!
Expand your Pegasus Wing & OAS 7 
instrument with the new Glen Miller and 
Latin Songbook vol.1!

NEW WERSI HELIOS SOUND PACKS!
The famous sounds of Klaus Wunderlich 
WERSI Helios are coming to your OAS 
instrument! 

NEW SOFTWARE LINE FOR 2014!
New Theatre Organ Sounds, New 
Orchestral Sounds, New Virtual Drummer 
&New Andre Reiu Presets and  more!

■ Due to increased demand for organ manufacture, WERSI have opened 
a new factory that is bigger and better than the previous premises. We’re 
pleased to be able to take you into the new world of WERSI high end 
manufacturing. 

NEWS IN BRIEF...
1

New WERSI Orchestral Colours Sound Pack
A new sound pack featuring 18 new sounds, including Timpani Rolls, Lush 
Strings, Movie Horns, Orchestral Sounds and more has been released!

2
Claudia Hirschfeld - New Organ for the Prima Ballerina 
Claudia Hirschfeld has upgraded her Champagne WERSI Louvre for a 
new WERSI Louvre GS1000, featuring the latest OAS 7 software and in a 
special Mercedes Matt White Finish (See inside for photos!). 

3
WERSI Direct Ltd trip to the Fellsenkeller to see Franz Lambert 2014! 
The trip to see Franz Lambert is now full. Thank you to everyone who 
registered their interest in the trip. We’ll report back soon on the trip to 
see the king of the WERSI. 

BOOK NOW! 
■ The year of  ‘ The Three 
Louvres’ is upon us!

Book now for the fantastic WERSI 
Oktoverfest 2014 Musical holiday 
weekend!

We have headline artists ‘Brett Wales, 
Claudia Hirschfeld & Robert Bartha all 
playing WERSI Louvre organs. 

Additionally we have David Dunlap from 
the USA, Jon Smith, Claire Grieg, Daniel 
Watt, Robert New and Ben Scott-Hyde as 
well as youTube video sensation Florian 
Hutter to complete the lineup. This is 
truly a sensational and international 
artist line up! 

Don’t miss out on the fantastic 
tutorials, seminars, game shows and 
opportunities to play on our fabulous 
range of instruments. 

Book now on 0800 084 2013 or 
email us: info@wersidirect.com 
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2 x KW SOUND PACKS!
EXCLUSIVE : BEST OF  WERSI HELIOS

The classic sound of 
the WERSI Helios is 
much loved around 
the world. Many 
people have even 
built their own Helio 
organs from kit! 

It was the chosen 
organ of legend 
Klaus Wunderlich. 

The sounds in this 
sound pack are 
the exact sound 
reproductions that 
Klaus Wunderlich 
used on the ‘In a 
Miller Mood’ record. 
We’ve kept the 
characteristics and 
Analouge warmth in 

the sounds too. 

There are 18 new 
sounds in this sound 
pack including 
Wunerlich Helios 
Horn, Klaus Mellow 
Drawbars, Klaus 
Mellow Miller, Klaus 
sax Miller, Klaus 
Clarinet Moonlight, 
Klaus Flugel 
Moonlight,
Klaus Miller Sound 
and many, many 
more!

£49.99 

Available to 
purchase from 
www.wersidirect.com 

BUY BOTH FOR £75.00!
SAVE £24.98!
Purchase both titles and make a saving with 
this special pre-order option. 

Simply visit www.wersidirect.com to purchase 
online, or send a cheque payable to: 
WERSI DIRECT LTD to us at the usual address. 

Helios Latin and 
Drawbars feature 
some of the most 
famous WERSI Klaus 
Wunderlich sounds 
ever to be recorded 
on the WERSI Helios. 
The sounds in this 
pack are those that 
have appeared on 
Klaus hit tracks such 
as Tico Tico. 

Sounds that are 
included are: Klaus 
Drawbar Bells, Helios 
Drawbar Leads, 
Helios Strings, 
Helios Piano & 
Strings, Tico Brass, 
Tico Harpsichord 
with Strings, Tico 

Drawbar Full, Tico Dry 
Strings, Tico Drawbar 
Percussopm. Tico 
Honky Tonk, Tico Wah 
Wah and more! 

There are 18 
Longwave sounds in 
total. 

£49.99 

Available to purchase 
from 
www.wersidirect.com

IN A MILLER MOOD LATIN & DRAWBARS
WERSI SATURN PROJECT
WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK!
We have a pristine WERSI Saturn at the WERSI 
offices. We’ve had requests to sample this 
beautiful instrument, but to make it a reality 
we’d like to hear from you to hear whether 
you’d like us to sample this instrument. 

Because of the time that it takes to record, 
sample, produce the sounds and make a 
complete package, we’d like to see if there 
is a big enough desire for the Saturn to be 
sampled. 

If yes, we’ll do it for you. Let us know by 
emailing us at:

info@wersidirect.com 
Please put ‘WERSI Saturn’ as the Email 
Heading.  
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THE YEAR OF 3 LOUVRES!
OKTOBERFEST 2014

Come along and 
enjoy the Oktoberfest 
2014 in the United 
Kingdom. It’s a 
musical holiday 
weekend featuring 
world renowned 
artists. 

This year see’s 
Claudia Hirschfeld 
perform along 
with Brett Wales 
and Robert Bartha 
too... all three are 
performing on 

the WERSI Louvre 
GS1000. 

It’s a great event full 
of fabulous concerts, 
informal afternoon 
concerts, tutorial 
sessions, the chance 
to meet like minded 
people etc. 

The WERSI 
Oktoberfest isn’t just 
for WERSI owners... 
anyone who enjoys 
great music is more 

than welcome. 

You can book for 
as little as £50 per 
person (deposit) to 
secure your place at 
the worlds biggest 
WERSI festival. 

We look forward to 
seeing you there! 

Book now on 0800 
084 2013.

ADD ON LOWER MANUAL FOR PEGASUS WING

PEGASUS WING 
The latest software 
update ‘Revision 2.03’ 
is now available. 

Please go to 
www.wersi.net to 
download the latest 
software. 

The new software 
includes three new 
Style Pack Activations 
as well as software 
improvements 
and new function 
implementation. 

Total Presets saving 
options have been 
expanded, new MIDI in 
out modes have been 
added as well as new 
Style pack activations. 

The Styles covering a 
large range of musical 
genres from love 
ballads to modern pop 
/ dance music. There’s 
Swing, waltzes and 
much, much more!

Download it now!

Robert Bartha, Brett Wales & Claudia Hirschfeld will be performing live at 
Oktoberfest 2014.

The 76 note lower 
manual is a great 
way to expand your 
Pegasus Wing keyboard. 
It’s the perfect 
accompaniment. 

The Pegasus Wing 
Lower Manual fits 
perfectly to a steel 
frame made by WERSI 
that supports both the 
Lower Manual and also 
the main Pegasus Wing 
keyboard. It is both 

height adjustable and 
durable. 

The price is just 
£999.00 (including 
stand). 

A small modification is required 

to your Pegasus Wing pedal 

input board, which is carried out 

by a WERSI engineer. 

BOOK NOW - £50 DEPOSIT Per Person

To receive regular email updates on the latest WERSI products go to www.wersidirect.com and sign up to our e-newsletter!

Do you have a Pegasus Wing? Want to transform it into a two manual organ?

We’ve recently added the English User Manual 
for the new Pegasus Wing software update 
‘2.03’. 

You can also download this for print, or 
viewing on your home computer. If you’d 
like a printed version, please contact us to 
purchase.

NEW USER MANUALS - 
PEGASUS WING



VIRTUAL DRUMMER FOR OAS 7
WERSI Direct Ltd - Contact us on free phone 0800 084 20134 inTOUCH

The new Virtual Drummer is a special collaboration between WERSI Direct Ltd and 
Manda Audio. Customers have been asking for an updated and better choice of 
Rhythms. This new exciting extension for your Styles and Rhythms is a massive leap 
forward in terms of sound quality and realism. 

The new Virtual Drummer is not only a new virtual drum system, it’s integrated into the 
OpenArt-System and it comes complete with two sets of Styles. 

There is a library of 60 styles that already use the new Virtual Drummer that re ready 
to load into your instrument. Additionally, for customers who have the Style 2011 
Activation, the entire Styles 2011 Factory Style Set has been updated and is also 
included with this software. 

The sound of the new Virtual Drummer is crystal clear and very rewarding to the ears. 
The technology behind the Virtual Drummer, created by Manda Audio is a superb 
Virtual Studio Instrument that captures drum sounds and individual drum kits and their 
nuances. 

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW:
1.Installation DVD (easy to follow instructions to install Platinum Drums as well as additional 
tutorials on setting the Drummer sound to your liking. 
2. English User Manual
3. Software CD ROM that includes 60-pre-programmed Styles already setup to use the new 
Platinum Drums Virtual Drums. 
4. WERSI Styles 2011 Style Set pre-programmed for use with the new Virtual Drummer. 
5. Activation Code for the Virtual Drummer. 

Virtual Drummer is the new evolution for the WERSI Style / rhythm section of your instrument. 

Please note that you do need the OpenArt-Arranger and Drumsets 1 to be activated on your 
instrument. 

ORDERING:
Order today by visiting www.wersidirect.com and then go to the ‘Software’ page. If you have any 
enquiries, please contact us on 0800 084 2013. 

NEW LATIN SONGBOOK!

WE’RE PLEASED TO CONFIRM THE RELEASE OF 
LATIN SONGBOOK FOR OAS 7 & PEGASUS WING.

FOR OAS 7: 
1. LATIN SONGBOOK (STANDARD)
THE SONGBOOK CONTAINS LATIN STANDARDS 

/ TOTAL PRESETS FOR A VARIETY OF LATIN AND 

CARRIBIC FLAVOURED MUSIC. 

2. LATIN  SONGBOOK FOR STYLES 2011
IF YOU HAVE STYLES 2011, THIS EDITION 
ADDS PRESET RHYTHMS FROM THE 
STYLES 2011 STYLE LIBRARY TO YOUR 
REGISTRATIONS! 

BOTH ARE AVAILABLE FROM WWW.WERSIDIRECT.COM

SPRING 2014 SPECIAL OFFER £169.00
Get this special offer now! Only valid until May 1st. 
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ORCHESTRAL COLOURS
A new sound pack 
featuring 18 new 
Orchestra sounds has 
been released.

Exclusive Orchestral 
Stereo sound samples 
for your OpenArt-
System instrument. 

For many years 
customers have asked 
for a bigger scope of 
Orchestral sounds. 

Now immerse yourself 
in the beautiful sound 
colours at your very 
finger tips. 

We’ve brought some 
of the most requested 
sounds to this first 
volume of Orchestral 
sounds... the colour of 
the sound spectrum.

Sounds include: 
Hollywood Strings, 

Cinematic Strings, 
Lush Strings, 
Woodwind, Orchestral 
Flute, Orchestral Oboe, 
Orchestral Clarinet, 
Rolling Timpani, 
Orchestral Percussion, 
OrchestralHarp, 
Zimmer Movie Horns, 
Orchestral Brass and 
much more! 

This has been a long 
time coming and we’re 

proud to present this 
new package to you 
exclusively. 

Retailing at £34.99, 
it’s a bargain to be had 
and will enhance your 
Orchestrations. 

www.wersidirect.com

CELTIC SOUNDS (UPDATED IN 2014)

KLAUS 
WUNDERLICH 
EDITION UPGRADE
If you’ve purchased 
the Klaus Wunderlich 
Edition (Keys for 
Lovers), why not 
purchase the upgrade 
pack that provides 
you with the rest of 
the Klaus Wunderlich 
WERSI Spectra 
sounds? 

It’s cheaper than 
purchasing the entire 
KW Sound Library, 
and as you already 
have the first batch 
of sounds, it’s a 
great way to expand 
your sound library 
with these wonderful 
vintage WERSI sounds. 

The sound of the DMS 
system is something 
of a favourite among 
WERSI fans. The 
fact that we can 
now incorperate 
these sounds into 
the OpenArt-System 
is something out of 
a dream. But it is a 
dream that is now 
reality. 

Purchase online from 
www.wersidirect.com

The sound of the Celtic 
Wilderness... beautiful and 
wonderful sounds that you’ll 
love to play with on your OAS 
instrument! 

The enchanting Irish 
Flutes, Penny Whistles 
and Folk Violins are just 
fantastic. The pitching and 
variations of the sounds 
lend to a fantastic new 
sonic soundscape, never 
previously heard in a WERSI 
instrument!

Furthermore, the beautiful 
new sounds are Stereo 
Samples and contain multi  
zones. This means that 
different octaves contain 
different special samples 
and effects. For example, 
the Ullian Pipes contain 
register effects and drones 
at the lower octaves, as 
does the Highland Pipe 
sounds. 

We’ve also included a set of 
novelty Percussion sounds 

for you. Beautiful metal wind 
chimes and ancient wooden 
wind chimes are plentiful 
with both ascending and 
descending effects for your 
pleasure. 

We’ve also paid close 
attention to the playability 
of such sounds and have 
designed the FX sounds to 
continuously play for greater 
effect, just like a Real 
Instrument! 

The pitching of instruments 
have been recreated with 
tuning features. Most Celtic 
folk instruments are not 
perfectly tuned and along 
with the playing style that 
manipulate pitches... we’ve 
built this into the sounds so 
that you don’t have to worry 
too much about playing the 
sounds like a Celtic player!

Buy Today!
Now just £25.00!

To receive regular email updates on the latest WERSI products go to www.wersidirect.com and sign up to our e-newsletter!

NEW LONGWAVE SOUNDS COVERING THE BEAUTIFUL CELTIC GENRE...



CHRIS POWELL EDITION
WERSI Direct Ltd - Contact us on free phone 0800 084 20136 inTOUCH

WERSI Direct Ltd present the 
Chris Powell Edition to you. The 
Edition is complete with 28 
new stereo Longwave Sounds, 
sampled from Chris Powells 
personal Theatre Organ signature 
sound in collaboration with the 
Theatre Organ maestro. 

Chris worked with the 
developers at WERSI Direct Ltd 
to produce this new software 
exclusively for WERSI Direct. New 
sounds made with Chris mean 
that you have the worlds only 
authentic Chris Powell Theatre 
Sound Library at your finger tips! 
His sound is a beautiful, lush 
sound that is true and brilliant. 

We’re proud to introduce this 
new Edition to the world. 

Chris Powell has a WERSI 
Verona GS500 as well as being 
known his incredible work 
with the Theatre organs. He 
regularly tours the world playing 
electronics and Theatre organs. 
Most recently Chris returned 
from a tour of Australia and 
New Zealand where he stunned 
audiences in both countries with 
his concerts and playing style. 

SOUNDS: 

CP Lush Mix Mid
CP Lush Mix Tibia
CP Bass Pedal Mid
CP Bass Pedal Soft
CP Bass Pedal Full
CP Coupler Full
CP Coupler Soft
CP Ensemble + Piano
CP Ensemble 1
CP Full Tibia Chorus
CP Full Tibia Shimmer
CP Left Hand FF
CP LM Medium
CP LM Soft
CP Lush Theatre
CP Novelty Theatre 1
CP Novelty Theatre 2
CP Percussion Effects
CP Piano & Glock
CP Piano & Xylophone
CP Quint Ese Theatre
CP Reed Chorus
CP Soft Tibia
CP Solo Trumpet
CP Theatre Full Brass
CP Theatre Strings Vox
CP Tuba Bass
CP Tuba

OAS HINTS AND TIPS
CREATING BACKUPS AND USING THEM AS DIFFERENT INSTRUMENT SETUPS!
We’ve recently been asked about backup of the entire instrument and how to achieve this. With the new Pegasus Wing and Sonic models, a 
new facility is included to allow you to directly export an entire backup to USB or DVD. The OpenArt-System 7 range features a different type 
of Backup system. 

In the current OAS 7 software, you can save up to 6 complete backups. This means that in effect you can save 6 entirely different variaitons 
of your instrument setups. 

For example, you could create a backup that has only Organ and WERSI sounds, such as our Klaus Wunderlich sounds saved in your User 
Sound slots, or if you ran out of Style Slots (2000 Styles being able to be loaded at any one time), or if you filled this setup with purely 
Drawbar and organ Total Presets for example... save as a backup. 

Then, you could make a new setup that had different user sounds, style and presets etc loaded... you can save this as a new backup. 

It’s very easy to then move between the two backups... or more if you’ve created them. 

What does this mean in practical terms? 

It means that instead of having just 256 User Sounds available at anyone time, you can actually have up to 1,536! Or, instead of a maximum 
of 2000 styles, you can have a maximum of 12,000 Styles! 

At WERSI Direct Ltd, we have different setups for demnstrations for example. An Orchestral Product Demonstration Backup, A BigBand 
Product Demonstration, a vintage WERSI Backup and so on... you get the picture. 

We’ll be producing a new programming manual soon with operations such as this fully detailed. What’s even better, is that you can export 
these backups to USB or DVD too, just like the newer Pegasus Wing... this ensures complete piece of mind that your instrument is truly 
backedup!

Exclusive to 
      WERSI Direct Ltd

£69.99 - Order today!
www.wersidirect.com
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WERSI FACTORY
A NEW CHAPTER
The new WERSI factory  
nears completion! 
Due to the increased 
demand for WERSI 
products, the new 
factory is bigger and 
contains even more 
inhouse manufacturing 
possibilities (such as 
paint work and finishes 
of the organs. 

Franz Lambert has 
just opened the new 
showroom facility at 
the front of the factory. 
Factory manager 

Karlheinz Hack and his 
team have had to run a 
complicated schedule 
to ensure that the 
transition from the 
old factory to the new 
factory was smooth 
and completed in a 
short period of only a 
few months. 

The concert with 
Franz Lambert was 
a complete success 
with hundreds of 
visitors attending the 
concert and showroom 

opening. 

The building had to 
undergo an entire 
refit before it was 
completed, including 
stone flooring being 
removed, a large 
professional painting 
facility being installed 
as well as a complete 
build of the show room 
and painting of the 
exterior. 

The new factory will 
allow instruments 

to be built directly 
to customers 
specification regarding 
high end paint finishes 
and custom detail. 

We hope to arrange 
a trip to the WERSI 
factory later this year. 

SERVICE CENTRE

■ Photo caption e voluptia coritati ipsae Magnimilit ad quis aspedignam, 
optas a cullend enducium et eliquiate ut dis in conestiis

Do you need or want to upgrade 
your WERSI? Got an old model 
that you need to be repaired? 

Why not visit us at our new 
Showroom and have the 
instrument worked on by one of 
our engineers? 

We have experts who are 
both WERSI trained and hold 
nationally recongised electronic 
and engineers qualifications. We 
believe in superb workmanship 
and offer a 12 month warranty 

with all upgrade and repairs 
carried out for customers for 
100% satisfaction and peace of 
mind. 

What do we offer? 
1. Repairs of all WERSI 
instruments
2. Upgrades (PC Upgrade for 
OAS, Software Upgrades and 
Hardware Installations)
3. Maintenance - (Sticky Keys, 
dirty key contacts, Corrosion, 
cable problems etc). 
4. Hardware Reconfiguration 

Upgrades - (Fitting of new 10.4 
TFT Touch Displays, USB Ports to 
replace old Floppy disc drives, new 
Abacus / Vegas / Verona lighting 
system, retro fitting of new panels 
and 76 note lower manual to 
WERSI Scala instruments. 

Contact us today to book an 
appointment or to discuss 
your servicing needs. We’re 
ready to help! 

BUILDING NEW BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENTS

To receive regular email updates on the latest WERSI products go to www.wersidirect.com and sign up to our e-newsletter!

WERSI SERVICING - UPGRADES, REPAIR AND MORE BY OUR QUALIFIED ENGINEERS 



CLASSICAL 
ORGAN 
SOUNDS!

SCALA OWNERS:
NEW 76 NOTE MANUAL!

ABACUS, VEGAS AND VERONA UPGRADE
WERSI Direct Ltd - Contact us on free phone 0800 084 20138 inTOUCH

Do you love the sound 
of the classical organ? 
For some time we have 
wanted to develop a 
new Sacral (Church) 
organ sound library. 

Using the Activation 
‘Sacral Sounds’, 
we’ve been able to 
accomplish this! The 
fantastic individual 
Samples that 
represent ‘Stops’ on a 
real Church organ have 
been used to recreate 
authentic Church 
Organ registrations. 

These samples work 
perfectly with the OAS 
Total Preset system, 
so much so that by 
using the Easy Preset 
function, it’s like 
having a real set of 
Church Organ stops 

available at your finger 
tips on the Touch 
Screen Display! The new upgrade for 

WERSI Scala owners 
is available! 

If you have a WERSI 
Scala, no matter how 
old it is, you can now 
have a 76 note lower 
manual fitted as well 
as a new Rhythm 
Control unit and other 
panels! Once again, 
WERSI is keeping 
their phillosophy 

of upgrading you 
instrument alive!

The WERSI Factory in 
Germany is offering 
this upgrade to ALL 
Scala owners. The 
new parts will be in 
the same colour as 
your existing model 
and you also benefit 
from new features 
such as ‘USB Bay to 
replace all Floppy 

drives, 3 Intro / 
Ending buttons, new 
Lighting Controls 
on the right hand 
side as well as the 
obvious convenience 
of having a 76 note 
lower manual! 

The 76 note lower 
manual is a luxury 
Italian made and 
designed key bed 
that is idential to your 

upper manual in feel 
and play. You can play 
this lower manual to 
great effect, whether 
it’s playing in a piano 
style or by splitting 
the keyboard to 
produce different 
octaves of sounds! 

You can really use 
the Chord Control 
function to great 
effect as well as SFX!

THIS UPGRADE IS AVAILABLE NOW!

The WERSI Factory have developed a new hardware lighting system for WERSI Abacus, Vegas and 
Verona. You can now add the bright LED lighting system to your instrument. 

The Lighting system is made from environmentally friendly materials and is low voltage. 

SCALA 76 NOTE UPGRADE                          COST: £1,999.00
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE BOX? 
It is important to let all customers know what is included in this upgrade. 
1. New Panels for the Rhythm Unit and also the right hand side. 
2. 1 x New Luxury FATAR 76 Note Lower Manual. 
3. New Infrastructure Engineering & 12 month warranty on all new parts. 
4. WERSI Direct Engineer to carry out the upgrade (Cost can vary depending on the mileage to your property). 

The system is fitted into place around the Main Display 
and replaces the existing Music Rest raised area on your 
existing instrument. The new lighting system of course 
has provision for your Music Rest to be reinserted. 

This upgrade is £550.00 inc. VAT. (Excluding call out 
charge, but you can have the upgrade carried out at the 
showroom inclusive of the £550.00) It is available in the 
exact finish to match your instrument. 
Contact us today to enquire about your upgrade. 

1. Church Reed 1 
2. Church reed 2 
3. Flute+Prinzipal+
    Octaav 
4. Flute+Rorh+Prinzipal 
5. Gamba+Octaav 
6. Gedakt Chapel 
7. Plenum Grand 
8. Plenum Grand 2 
9. Principal+Flute 
10. Principal+Flute+
      SuperOctave
11. Sacral Mix 1 
12. Sacral Mix 2 
13. Small Church 1 
14. Small Church 2 
15. The Great 
16. The Swell (Choir) 
17. The Swell (Reeds) 
18. Tuttie 1 Grand 
19. Tutti 2 Grand 
20. Tutti 3 Grand
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ANDRE RIEU

The wonderful sound of the Andre Rieu violin and his orchestra is at your finger tips! His beautiful 
vintage violin sound is loved the world over! 

This new software features both professionally created sound registrations, but also features ‘Sound 
Control’ and ‘Expression Control’ for the most beautiful and expressive sound. 

As you play, you’ll hear the sound of violins, orchestral strings, choirs and more weave together in 
harmony as you use your expression pedal for beautiful orchestral dynamics. 

NEW REGISTRATIONS

LADY GAGA 
EDITION FOR OAS 7 & PW
The OAS instrument 
line provides 
customers with the 
option of creating 
all types of music. 
Whether that be 
Classical, BigBand, 
Pop or Dance etc. 

Lady GaGa has scored 
some impressive 
catchy hits over the 
past 5 years. Due 
to popular demand, 
we’ve created a 
Registration library of 
Lady GaGa songs. This 
is available for both 
Pegasus Wing and also 
for OAS 7. 

The Sound Library 
fuses Orchestral and 
synth sounds together 
in a way that you’ve 

never heard before on 
a WERSI instrument! 

This is an exciting 
edition and with over 
40 Total Presets, you’ll 
be impressed by the 
Sonic variety! 

Selectors, Effects, 
Mixer Settings and 
Advanced settings 
have all been preset by 
Professionals at WERSI 
Direct. 

Furthermore, the 
sounds have been 
tweaked by using 
the Sound Control 
function for even more 
interesting sounds!

www.wersidirect.com

The sound of a Saxophone 
is quite something! We love 
the breathy sound, the reedy 
sassyness of the Sax! 

This is a registration library 
covering 20 Different Real 
Sax sounds. 

Tweaked and modified 
through Sound Control, you’ll 
love the new Expressive 
feeling that you get from 
them. A must have!

Edition for OAS 7 
& Pegasus Wing
£44.99

To receive regular email updates on the latest WERSI products go to www.wersidirect.com and sign up to our e-newsletter!

REAL SAXOPHONES £24.99
The sequel to the successful 
‘BigBand Vol.1’. 

Volume 2 focuses on the 
roaring golden age of 
BigBand, the American 
and post war celebrations, 
BigBand Night Clubs, Band 
Stands and more! 

New BigBand combinations 
and more are all available for 
your playing pleasure! This 
is even better than the first 
volume! 

Big Band Vol.2 £44.99

GLEN MILLER

The sound of Glen Miller and his orchestra is possibly the best known and loved BigBand in history. 
Your WERSI OAS instrument has such high end samples of brass, woodwind and more that it can 
produce the Glen Miller sound perfectly. It’s magic! 

The new Glen Miller Magic software allows to faithfully recreate the sound of the Glen Miller 
Orchestra in exact detail. 

We’ve used the advanced Selectors, Sound Control and effects section of your instrument to 
provide the best and most realistic BigBand sound possible!

Edition for OAS 7 
& Pegasus Wing
£39.99





BLACK & GOLD
THE NEW WERSI SCALA GS700
We’re excited to tell you about the new designer edition 
WERSI Scala GS700. 

The cabinet is finished in a high polish black piano finish 
with gold finishings. This includes gold Drawbars, gold 
Pedals, gold foot pistons, gold buttons and gold panel 
writing. 

The Designer Edition of the WERSI Scala also features 
a 76 note lower manual, a controllable lighting system 
and 5 toe pistons as standard. 

Other luxuries include: All WERSI OAS 7 Activations & 
WERSI Direct Ltd Software Library. 

Please contact WERSI Direct Ltd to discuss your order 
today. 

0800 084 2013

SCALA GS700 - DESIGNER EDITION



OAS HINTS AND TIPS
THE DFFIERENCE BETWEEN THE ‘ROTOR’ EFFECT AND THE ‘VIBRATO’ EFFECT - OX7
We’re often asked at WERSI Direct Ltd what the difference is between Rotor and Vibrato for the OX7 drawbars. The easiest way to explain 
this is to ensure that there is an understanding that both are completely different effects. 

Rotor: This is a simulation of a rotary speaker. Hence, when the Rotor effect is selected, you can ‘speed up’ or ‘slow down’ the sound of the 
Rotor effect via the Rotor Control button in the Rhythm Controls section. 

Vibrato: This is an artificial Vibrato of a sound wave. Drawbar sounds are made from sine footages (pure sine waves). The Vibrato effect 
literally ‘vibrates’ the sound. This is where the famous WERSI Voice effect from the WERSI Helios and then WERSI Spectra came from. It is 
basically a form of Vibrato. 

Hammond Organs have both Vibrato and Rotor effects too, albeit the Rotor was from a revolving Leslie cabinet. The WERSI organs that came 
later, seeked to emulate these effects electronically. 

The famous sounds of the WERSI artists using the drawbars often used a mixture of both effects to create the WERSI drawbar sound. On 
modern OAS instruments, to instantly achieve the WERSI drawbar sound, simply select’ Tonewheel Zugriegel and choose ‘Organ Drawbars 1’. 
Turn the Rotor button off and choose the ‘Vibrato’ button. The drawbars will instantly  be changed to a standard ‘WERSI’ type drawbar sound.

You can also add the ‘Rotor’ effect which produces a heavier synthetic version of the WERSI organ drawbar type sound. You should feel free 
to experiement. It’s fun and also it’s the best way to get to know your OX7 drawbar module. 

If you’re feeling even more adventurous, why not open the OX7 Drawbar Editor (in the Settings display) and look at how you can change and 
increase, decrease the speed and intensity of the Vibrato and Rotor effects. There’s a whole world of fun waiting for you in there!

EFFECT BUTTONS
RECORDING NEW SFX!
It’s easy to record new SFX sounds 
that you can then assign to your 
Sound Effect buttons!

1. Open the Effect-Sound Editor 
(under the Settings Display). 
2. Press on the ‘Record New Effect 
Sound’ button. A digital recorder 
will open. 

2. If you have a microphone 
connected to your instrument, 
simply record something... 
like a hand clap or laughter, 

or something funny that you 
think may enhance your music 
arrangements. 

Then, press the ‘Start’ button. 
When you’re finished, press the 
‘stop’ button. You’ll be prompted 
to save the recording. Press 
‘Yes’, give it a name and save the 
recording. 

It’s now available to use on any of 
your six (or ten SFX buttons ifyou 
have a Scala or Louvre GS1000). 

You can also be creative and load 
in special effects from the CD-
Player too... Magic!

STYLE CONVERT
4.1 STYLES, REALDRUMS 
AND PEGASUS STYLES!
Customers ask us regularly what 
the Convert buttons in the bottom 
left corner of the Accompaniment 
manager do. 

To explain, we must give you a small 
history lesson. The convert section 
is from a time when OAS 7 was 
first introduced and there were still 
many customers who either had 
OAS instruments still operating on 
OAS 4.1, 5.0 or 6.0 software. These 
older OAS versions had a different 

format for Styles and Realdrums, 
meaning that they had to be 
converted to work with the new OAS 
7 system. 

4.1 Styles allowed you to convert 
your existing and old OAS 4.1 styles 
to the new OAS 7 standard. This 
is also true of the 4.1 Realdrum 
feature. 

The Pegasus Styles button allows 
you to convert really old Pegasus, 
PhonX, Performer and Golden Gate 
Style disks to the current OpenArt-
System 7 standard, basically 
meaning that the entire WERSI 
Style archive can be used in OAS 7.



WERSI  - Home of instruments of distinctionintouch
KEEPING IN TOUCH
Please give us your contact details so we can keep in touch with you about the 
latest WERSI news and product information.

How we use your information
The data you provide will be retained by WERSI DIRECT LTD and 
in accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 
1998 and related legislation. By providing your data to us, you 
are consenting to the data holders making contact with you in 
the future by telephone, text or other means, even though you 
may be registered with the Telephone Preference Service. Your 
data will not be sold or given to anyone not connected to WERSI 
or WERSI DIRECT LTD. If you do not want the information you 
give to us to be used in this way, or for us to contact you, please 
indicate by ticking the relevant boxes: 
Post ■ Email ■ SMS ■ Phone ■ 

WHAT INTEREST YOU?
  Brochures / Product News  
  Special Offers / Free DVDS    
  Attend social and promotional events 
  Oktoberfest Musical Festival
  WERSI Keyboards
  WERSI Organs

Name

Address

Email

Home/Mobile no

Please return to:  WERSI DIRECT LTD, Bells of Ouzeley, Straight Road, Windsor, SL4 2SH

WERSI DIRECT LTD 0800 084 2013


